2020 MUUUZ INTERNATIONAL AWARDS: WINNER
TEMPOMATIC DUAL CONTROL ELECTRONIC DIRECT FLUSH WC VALVE
THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF WATER!

DELABIE’S TEMPOMATIC DUAL CONTROL electronic direct flush WC valve (references 464SBOX-464000 & 464PBOX-464006),
has won the 2020 MIAW Award.
The award
The Muuuz International Awards (MIAW) are organised by Muuuz,
in partnership with D’A magazine. Every year they recognise the most
remarkable architectural, interior design and decorative products.
They highlight the most creative manufacturers and ensure
the promotion of selected innovations.
To identify the Palmarès for this 8th edition, the editorial staff at Muuuz
considered more than 2,000 innovations. The products were evaluated
according to 4 main criteria: design, originality, use and technicality.

The product
More hygienic than WCs with cisterns, the WC direct flush system
protects against the risk of bacterial development. The lack of cistern
avoids water stagnation as well as the build-up of scale or impurities
in the installation. DELABIE’s direct flush WC system is particularly
effective and fully ensures user comfort. Connected directly to the
water system, there is no refill time, the toilet can be flushed without
having to wait. Ideal for when there are multiple users, the WC direct
flush system also has a very short flushing time.
DELABIE’s TEMPOMATIC dual control guarantees an automatic flush
if the user decides to leave without pressing the push-button.
This dual control feature, coupled with an anti-bacterial duty flush
every 24 hours after the last use, guarantees permanent hygiene for
the WC pan. Entirely innovative, DELABIE’s TEMPOMATIC dual control
WC features an automatic, “intelligent” rinsing feature. The system can
distinguish between the need for a short rinse or a longer flush (3L/6L
can be adjusted to 2L/4L). To avoid misuse and voluntary waste, it has
an AB anti-blocking system. This security feature prevents the valve
from being blocked in the open position. The flush takes place only
when the push-button is released.

Installation example,
electronic direct flush WC valve
Ref. 464SBOX-464000
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Installation example,
electronic direct flush WC valve
Ref. 464PBOX-464006

Its recessing housing, patented by DELABIE, is also innovative.
It is 100% waterproof, modular and suitable for any type of installation.
The housing length can be cut to size to adjust to wall finishes from
20 to 120mm. The satin finish stainless steel wall plate will withstand
intensive use. Thanks to its sleek lines, it fits perfectly in any type of
public and commercial building. This new concept combines design
and functionality: the electronics and activation unit are integrated
directly in the wall plate and can be accessed from the front without
removing the housing to simplify maintenance.
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